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Civil Procedure - Validity of the said rogatory: Milan Court of Appeal,

loth September 1968

780

Jurisdiction - Stateless person - To be treated on the same basis as the ~ubject
of a foreign state - Art. 4, Code of Civil Procedure - Applicability thereof:
Rome Tribunal, 25th January 19 68 .

994

Jurisdiction - Art. 4, No. 2, Code of Civil Procedure - Place for fulfilling the
purchaser's obligation to pay in a CIF Contract containing the clause
"payment against presentation of documents" - Art. 2, Code of Civil Procedure - Derogation by agreement from the jurisdiction of I talian Courts
in favour of arbitration abroad - Validity of the arbitration clause - Proper
Law - Arts. 25 and 26, Preliminary Dispositions of the Civil Code - Applicability thereof - Impossibility of establishing the requisite law, the place
where the said contract was made being unknown - Applicability of Italian
Law: Genoa Court of Appeal, 21st February 1968, No. n8. .

753

Jurisdiction - Derogation by agreement from the jurisdictbn of the Italian
Courts in favour of arbitration abroad - Validity thereof in the- light of
the Geneva Convention of the 24th September 1923 - Validity of the
arbitration agreement and the clause containing it - Art. 26 Preliminary
Dispositions of the Civil Code - Applicability thereof: Court of Cassation
(plenary session), 3rd June 1968, No. 1669 .

760

Jurisdiction - Action concerning obligations under a company contract made
in Italy between an Italian citizen and a foreign company - Art. 4, No. 2,
Code of Civil Procedure - Applicability thereof to this case - Italian
jurisdiction - Confirmation thereof: Court of Cassation (plenary session),
1St August 1968, No. 2735 .

479

Jurisdiction - Italo-German Convention of the 9th March 1936
Irrelevance
thereof in questions of jurisdiction - Art. 4, No. 2, Code of Civil Procedure - Obligations to be performed abroad - Existence of Italian jurisdiction if other obligations under the same contract are to be performed
in Italy - Place of the performance of obligations under Art. 4, No. 2,
Code of Civil Procedure - The place indicated either by Italian Law or
by the contract, but not that of the place where the said obligation was
actually performed: Court of Cassation (plenary session), 1st August 1968,
No. 2740

773

] urisdiction _ Application connected to another application for which the re_
quisites of Art. 4, Code of Civil Procedure are satisfied - Existence of
jurisdiction in regard thereto: Milan Tribunal, 19th September 1968 .

IOo6

Jurisdiction - Verification of the prerequisites to establish Italian jurisdiction
in a case affecting succession where a foreigll element is present - Foreign
citizenship of the deceased and verification thereof - Consequences upon
the lack of jurisdiction of the Italian Court - Renunciation of the inheritance subsequent to the commencement of proceedings to distribute the
Estate _ Submission that this is a supervening event capable of influencing
the question of jurisdiction - Art. 5, Code of Civile Procedure - Not
affected by said event: Court of Cassation (plenary session), 28th September 1968, No. 2989 .

493

l
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Jurisdiction. Action by an Italian, domiciled in Italy, against a Rumanian organization neither domiciled nor established in Italy - Art. 4. No. 4,
Code of Civil Procedure . Criterion of reciprocity - An. ,. Rumanian
Code of Civil Procedure - Existence of Italian Court'.i ;urisdictlOn: Court
of Cassation (plenary session). 28th Septunber 1968, No. 2990 .

243

Jurisdiction - Effective moment of the connecting factor referred to in Art. 4.
No, 2, Code of Civil Procedure, in relation to obligations to be performed
in Italy. Dispute concerning payments under an Insurance Policy effected
abroad between foreign parties· Damage to the goods insured discovered
in Italy - Lack of Italian jurisdiction in such a case - Effective moment
of the connecting factor referred to in Art. 4, No. 3, in regard to related
actions - Inapplicability thereof to the preliminary technical enquiry requested of the Italian Court from which to establish the extent of damage
to the goods insured: Court of Cassation (pIenary session), 28th September 1968, No, 2996 .

498

Jurisdiction - Determination of the question of jurisdiction - Execution against
goods· Admissibility of such determination: Comt of Cassation (plenary
session), 30th September 1968, No, 3032 ,

246

Jurisdiction· Execution against goods of a foreign State Royal Decree of
30th August 1925, No. 1621 - Need for a decree of reciprocity and ministerial authorization - Refusal of said authorization - Execution not possible, jurisdiction being unfounded: Court of Cassation (plenary session),
30th September 1968, No: 3032

246

Jurisdiction - Application in relation to a question of succession affecting a
foreigner and arising abroad - Foreign respondent resident abroad not
having elected for an Italian domicile nor submitted to Italian jurisdk·
tion - Lack
jurisdiction of the Italian Court: Court 0/ Cassation (plenary session), 30th September 1,968, No, 3044

785

Jurisdiction - Application submitted as a subsidiary question and not a.. an
alternative to the main issue - Request for damages arising from an obligation arising or to be performed in Italy - Lack of Italian Court's jurisdiction: Court of Cassation (plenary session), 30th September 1968,
No. 3044

785

or

Jurisdiction - Citation as defendant of a Foreign State in circumstances where
an ordinary Italian court would have no jurisdiction if the defendant were
the Italian State _ Conformity of Italian Law with International Law Consequent lack of jurisdiction of Italian Court: Milan Court of Appeal)
loth January 1969
1025
Jurisdiction - Preliminary ruling on jurisdiction
Characteristics of such a
judgment - Powers of the Court of Cassation in regard both to the quality
of the judgment as well as the facts at issue: Court of Cassation (plenary
session). 20th January 1969. No, 130

527

Jurisdiction - Derogation by agreement from the jurisdiction of the Italian
Courts. Arbitration clause contained in a void contract . Nullity thereof:
Milan Tribunal. 20th January 1969 .

820
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Jurisdiction - Marriage in Italy of foreign subjects according to the rites of
the Concordat with the Vatican - Art. 34, said Concordat - Reservation
of jurisdiction to the ecclesiastical court - Questions arising in regard to
the continuation of the marriage - Efficacy thereof: Milan Court 01 Appeal,
1Ith July 1969 .
Marriage _ Dissolution in France of a marriage between a French wife and a
Spanish husband - Status of the woman as a single person under French
Law and as a married woman under the law of her Spanish nationality
acquired "jure matrimonii" - Subsequent marriage in Italy - Nullity thereof
since the Italian Court must recognize the continuance of Spanish citizenship - Declaration under Art. u6, para. 1, of the Civil Code - Inadequacy thereof for establishing the requisite single status: Milan Court
0/ Appeal, 6th December 1968 .
Personal Capacity and Status - Legitimation of an infant per subsequens matrimonium - Forms and prerequisites therefor under Italian Law - Foreign
decision recognizing that the infant is not the legitimate son of the alleged
foreign parent - Recognition of the said foreign judgment at the instance
of the natural father - Consequences upon the question of legitimation:
Rome Court 01 Appeal, 21st June 1968 .

1043

\

808

(

i
474

Personal Capacity and Status - Status of a Swiss Institution (Foundation)
Proper law - Art. 17, Preliminary Dispositions of the Civil Code - Applicability thereof - Resolution for the transfer abroad of Legal Seat - Validity
thereof - Applicability of the national law of the Institution: Milan
Tribunal, 19th September 1968 .
1006
Personal Capacity and Status - Action repudiating paternity - Pre-requisites
therefor - Record of the birth not giving rise to legal consequences in
Italy - Presumption of paternity under Art. 231, Civil Code not operative:
Modena Tribunal, 12th November 1968 .

1016

Personal Capacity and Status - Declaration as stateless of a person resident in
Italy - Testimony of an authority of a foreign State that it considers such
a person one of its nationals - Irrelevance thereof on proof of the enactment in that State of rules whereby Jews emigrating from it forfeit their
citizenship: Milan Tribunal, 18th November I968

79'

Personal Capacity and Status - Adoption - Law governing the presumptions
and consequences thereof - National law of the interested parties under
Art. I7, Preliminary Dispositions of the Civil Code - Adoption of a Christian Indian infant - Indian law - Inapplicability thereof: Milan Juvenile
Court, 15th February 1969 .

826

Personal Capacity and Status - Marriage in Italy of foreign subjects according
to the rites of the Concordat with the Vatican Substantive and procedural aspects thereof both to be governed by the same law - National law
of the parties under Art. I7, Preliminary Dispositions of the Civil Code 1043
Inapplicability thereof: Milan Court 01 Appeal, nth July 1969 .
M

Personal Capacity and Status - Capacity to marry of a foreign subject - Dissolution of marriage in a country not the conjugal domicil - No automatic
recognition thereof in England - Consequences in the Italian legal system:
Milan Court 01 Appeal, nth July 1969 .
1043
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Private International Law - Reference to a rule of fO.teign law not immediately
applicable to the case in question and itself contrary to Italian public
policy - Inapplicability thereof - Applic:.tbility of Italian Law: Milan Juvenile Court, 15th February 1969 .

1179

826

"Renvoi" - Dissolution by an Austrian court of a marriage between English
spouses - Effect in England thereof - Apprll.isal thereof by Italian court No violation of Art. 30, Preliminary Dispositions of the Civil Code: Milan
Court of Appeal, IIth July 1969 .
1043
Treaties and General International Rules - Swiss-Italian Convention of 3rd January 1933 on the execution of judgments - Jurisdiction of the Swiss Court
which has decided on the basis of the counter-claim objectively connected
with the main action - Art. 2, Nos. I and 4, said Convention - Said
jurisdiction confirmed since the defendant in the counter-claim was domiciled in Switzerland: Milan Court of Appeal, 29th September 1967,
No. 1359

,20

Treaties and General International Ruler - European Convention of Human
Rights, Art. 8 - Italian Rule adopting the same - Its validity as an ordinary
law - Not inconsistent with Art. 72, Code of Civil Procedure - Said Art. of
Code of Civil Procedure not inconsistent with Art. 3. Italian Constitution:
Court of Cassation, 16th November 1967, No. 2757 .

543

Treaties and General International Rules - Italo-Frendt Convention of 3rd June
I930 on the execution of judgments - Commercial characterization of a
relationship in the light thereof Action to confirm said characterization
to obtain recognition and implementation in France of an Italian judgment
upon said relationship Existence of the requisite interest in the action:
Court of Cassation (plenary session), 26th January 1968, No. 242 .

221

Treaties and General International Rules - Geneva Convention of 26th September 1927 on the recognition of foreign arbitral awards - Need for the
agreement and its arbitration clause to be valid according to the .. proper
law" - Arbitration clause in a contract for the international sale of goods .
Application of the Hague Convention of 15th June 1955 in order to determine the "proper law": Rome Court of Appeal, 7th May 1968 .

233

Treaties and General International Rules Montreux Convention of 20th July
I936 on the Regime of Straits and Geneva Convention of 29th April 19,8
on territorial waters and contiguous zones - Their applicability in determining the place of the commission of a crime by the master of a Greek ship
in Turkish waters - European Extradition Convention of 13th December 19.57 - Applicability thereof: Lecce Court of Appeal, 26th June I9l)8

482

Treaties and General International Rules - Hague Conventions of 24th October 1956 and 15th April 1958 on the maintenance of infants - Foreign
judgment imposing maintenance obligations - Possibility of enforcing only
that part of the judgment dealing with patrimonial matters: Milan Court
of Appeal, 28th June 1968 .

237

M

M

M

Treaties and General International Rules Brussels Convention of 24th August
1924 on bills of lading - Action for the consignment of goods against the
carrier belonging, to the holder of a .. receipt for shipment" - Expiration
M
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of limitation period under Art. 3, No. 6, para. (IV), said Convention Inapplicability thereof: Court of Cassation (plenary session), 1st July 1968,
No. 2205

996

Treaties and General International Rules - Swiss-Italian Convention of 3rd January 1933 on the executioll of judgments - Classification of an action as a
main claim or counter-claim in determining the jurisdiction of a foreign
court whose decision is sought to be enforced in Italy - Art. 2, No. 4,
said Convention - Consequences upon the recognition and enforcement in
Italy of the Swiss decision based upon the counterclaim: Court of Cassation, 3rd July 1968, No. 2213 .

476

Treaties and General International Rules General Agreement of Tariffs and
Trade-Equality of duties on national products with those imported from
States participating in G.A.T.T. - Automatic application thereof - Art. 5,
Law of 21st March 1958, reducing level of turnover tax for Italian-produced cotton - Impossibility of derogation therefrom: Court of Cassation,
6th July 1968, No. 2293 .

,

I.

765

Treaties and General International Rules - !talo-German Convention of 9th
March 1936 on the execution of judgments - Irrelevance thereof to questions of jurisdiction: Court of Cassation (plenary session), 1st August 1968,
No. 2740

773

Treaties and General International Rules Art. ll, Hague Convention of 1st
March 1954 on civil procedure - Rogatory fulfilled by a foreign authority
on the request of an Italian Court, without advising the date and place
of so doing - No specific request for said advices by the requesting autho·
rity - Validity of said rogatory; Milan Court of Appeal, loth September 1968 .

780

Treaties and General International Rules - Tacit agreements
Admissibility
thereof - Impossibility of raising presumption thereof without parliamentary authority where the same is necessary under Art. 80 of the Constitution: Milan Tribunal, 19th September 1968 .

1006

Treaties and General International Rules - Geneva Convention of 29th April
1958 on territorial waters and contiguous zone - Applicability thereof to
determine the place of the commission of a crime by the master of a
Greek ship in Turkish waters - European Extradition Convention of 13th
December 1957 - Art. 7 thereof - Crime not committed in the Territory
of the State requesting extradition but in that of a third State, and considered punishable on extra-territorial grounds by the State to which the
request is made - Admissibility of the extradition: Court of Cassation,
20th September 1968 .

481

Treaties and General International Rules - Brussels Convention of 23rd September 1910 on collisions at sea - Substantive character of rules therein Irrelevance thereof for solving procedural and, in particular, jurisdictional
questions: Court of Cassation (plenary session), 28th September 1968,
No. 2290

243

Treaties and General International Rules - !talo-French Convention of 3rd June
1930 on the execution of judgments - Art. 32 thereof - Application for
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preliminary technical confirmation by the Italian court . No implicit sub.
mission to Italian jurisdiction - Concept of connection under Art. 19, said
Convention - Correspondence thereof with the provisions of Italian Law:
Court 0/ Cassation (plenary session), 28th September 1968, No. 2996 .

498

Treaties and General International Rules .. Swiss·ltalian Convention of 3rd Jan.
uary 1933 on the execution of judgments· Jurisdiction of Swiss Court in
a paternity action solely directed at obtaining payments from the natural
father towards the son and the mother when the defendant has submitted
to the citation - Proof of paternity based upon repeated and continuous
relations exclusively with the mother during the legally recognized period of
conception - Said proof not contrary to Italian public policy: Milan Court
0/ Appeal, I8th October I968, No. I978

,07

Treaties and General International Rules· Swiss·Italian Convention of 3rd Jan.
uary 1933 on the execution of judgments - Jurisdiction of Swiss Court Submission to the jurisdiction of the Swiss Court· Art. 2, said Convention
- Grounds upon which Italian Law claims exclusive Italian jurisdiction Inapplicability thereof - Consequences in questions of family law and
questions of status, for which Italian Law does not permit derogation by
agreement from Italian jurisdiction and therefore does not pennit submission to the jurisdiction of the foreign Court - Other conditions for the
recognition and enforcement in Italy of the Swiss decision and the powers
of the Italian Court to which such an application is made, to verify their
existence: Court of Cassation, 24th October 196B, No. 3449

514

Treaties and General International Rules - Art. 2, Swiss-Italian Convention of
3rd January 1933 - Jurisdiction of the foreign court which has decided on
the counter-claim connected with the main claim _ Correspondence of said
Art. of said Convention to Art. 36, Code of Civil Procedure _ Confirmation of the jurisdiction of the foreign court: COhrt of Cassation, 21st November 1968, No. 3777 .

520

Treaties and General International Rules - Compliance of Italian Law to International Law under Art. 10 of the Constitution - Principle of good faith Foreign State cited as defendant in circumstances where an ordinary Italian
court would have no jurisdiction if the defendant were the Italian State Lack of Italian court's jurisdiction: Milan Court of Appeal, 10th January 1969 .
1025
Treaties and General International Rules - Italo-Belgian Convention of 6th
April 1962 on the execution of judgments - Art. 2, No. II, said Convention . Jurisdiction of the foreign court - Confirmation thereof, except in
the circumstances specifically listed, in cases where it is based upon rules
embodied in the legislation of the State in which the decision is pronounced: Milan Court of Appeal, 14th January 1969 .

524

Treaties and General International RuleJ - Brussels Convention of 25th August
1924 on Charter Parties - Expiry by limitation of the duties under a
contral:t of carriage of goods by sea - No regulation of the same in the said
Convention - Consequent applicability of Art. 10, Code of Navigation:
Florence Tribunal, 24th January 1969

532

Treaties and General International Rules - Italo-British Consular Agreement of
1st June 1954 - Notarial authority conferred on consuls thereunder - In-
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elusion of consuls in the category "notaries" or the cotegory "other public
officials" under Art. 2703, Civil Code: Genoa Tribunal, 27th March 1969

834

CASES IN THE COURT OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
I.

Cases in the Court of Justice of the European Communities
(July-December, 1968 )

TELCHINI,

569

1. TELCHINI, Cases in the Court of Justice of the European Communities
(January.June, 1969) .

1067

CASES IN FOREIGN COURTS
Divorce - Italian Law not permitting divorce - Contrary to French public
policy - Conversion of a Decree of Judicial Separation into one of Divorce
- Formal and procedural nature thereof - Applicability of French Law to
the conversion to a decree of divorce of an Italian decree of judicial separation: Paris Court 01 Appeal (Zelenkin v. Dame Zelenkin), 25th April 1969

838

G. SACERDOTI, Questions in regard to the banker's duty of secrecy and anti-trust
legislation in international relations

I082

DOCUMENTS
Private International Law provisions in the new Portuguese Civil Code

258

Convention on the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards
(New York, loth June 1958)

589

Agreement between Italy and Switzerland on the exemption from legalization,
on the exchange of legal registration documentation, and on the presentation of certificates requisite for contracting marriage (Berne. 16th Novem~I~)

Delegation of powers to the Government to issue provisions in accordance with
the Third-Stage of the E.E.C. and E.A.E.C. Treaties (Law of 13th. October, I969, No. 740) .

~

1097

CURRENT EVENTS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
The Compass Rose - The Italian Parliament and European integration (rn.g.)
-

University and Politics (rn.g.) .

Legislative, Judicial and International Practice. The European Convention on
information regarding foreign law • Adhesion by Italy to the New York
Convention for the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards
- On the freedom of establishment _ The Wemhoff and Neumeister cases
before the European Court of Human Rights - Enacternent of the decree
imposing new restrictions upon economic relations with Rhodesia .

849
lIOO

268

New regulation of cases of loss of D.S. citizenship - Free health facilities
and Swiss persons resident in Italy. The Territory of Trieste and Italian
sovereignty - Italian sovereignty and the hmits of applicability of d.l.r.p.s.,
3rd August 1947, No. 1096 containing provision!> in favour of half-castes
born in the former African territories of Ttaly . The lengthy proceedings

\
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over the distraint of the m.v. "Syria" - Lapse of patents through non-exploitation. and compulsory licences - Driving licences issued abroad held by
drivers in Italy _ On the declaration of status as a married person - On
the scope of Italian regulations for compulsory insurance of .registered
seamen _ On the interpretation of juridical terms contained in extradition
treaties _ On the recognition and enforcement in Italy of a French arbitral
award _ On trade-mark infringement - Conclusion after 2 I years of the
"Gronda" case - Agreement on the formation of a special Union for the
uniform classification of industrial designs - On parallel importations within
the EE,C. - Fiscal regulation of mergers, divisions and capitalization of
companies in different E.E.e. Member States - Common fiscal regulation
of parent and subsidiary companies in different EE,C. Member States Italian civic customs and Belgian protest thereto - Decision of the European Commission of Human Rights in "Heeres v. The Netherlands" E.E,C. directive on certain lawyer's activities - Arts, 316 and 318, Civil
Code and their standing vis-a.-vis the Constitution in a German legal decision

860

Status as at 15th. October, 1969 in regard to signatures, ratifications and adhesions to the Conventions of Hague Conference on Private International
Law - The E.E,C. and the unification of Private International Law - The
problems posed by the application of Art. 177 of the E.E.C. Treaty European Law in regard to patents - Common fiscal treatment of amalgamations, divisions and capitalization between companies of different E.E.e.
Member States - The entry into force for Italy of the Vienna Conventions
on diplomatic and consular relations - The last act of the "Torrey Canyon"
drama - The complex problems arising from an Italian request for extradition - Southern Yemen becomes a Member of the ILD. - The entry
into force of the amendments to the articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund _ The entry into force of the Convention on crimes and other acts committed on aircraft - The political situation in
Greece and the European Parliament - The situation in Greece considered
before the Council of Europe - European agreement on parties appearing
before the Commission and the European Court of Human Rights - A
consolidated collection of international treaties - The age for attaining full
legal capacity - Decisions of the European Court of Human Rights .

1102

Parliamentary Debates ~ The draft Bill on .revisions to the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund .

269

-

-

-

Legislative proposals on Divorce - Social security payment:::; to Italian workers
under the Ita1o-Argentine Convention of 12th April 1961 - On Italian
recognition of the competence of the European Commission of Human
Rights to hear individuals' petitions and Italian recognition of the obligatory jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights - Social Security and Italian workers in other E.E.e. Member States - On the legal
protection of Italian workers in developing countries - Conventions formulated in the Council of Europe and Italian ,ratification thereof - The
Italo·Swiss Commission, set up under the bilateral convention on Social
Security. and guarantees for Italian workers in Switzerland.
On the right to practice in Italy of Indian doctors qualified in Italy Re-outing of aircraft and natioml sovereignty . On IJmitation by the
passage of time in regard to crimes against humanity - On the age for
attaining full legal capacity - United Nations Conference on Trade and De-
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velopment and measures taken by the Italian Government in support of
emergent nations - On the application of the European Establishment
Convention - On the signing and ratification of the Code of Social Security and the protocol in regard thereto - On the security of employment
of Italian seamen employed on ships flying flags of convenience - Bill
on citizenship

I IIO

Notices - The

1969 Programme of the Hague Academy of International Law
New activities of the Hague Academy of International Law - Second Round
Table of the Catholic University on the E.E.C. - Revision of the Warsaw
Convention on International Air Transport The 50th Anniversary of the
International Labour Organization - The harmonization of ecoomic law in
a Conference at Cologne - The Xth Meeting of the European Committee
for Judicial Cooperation - National Conference on delegated customs laws XXVIIth Session of the Consultative Committee of European Lawyers Conference on liabilities arising from international carriage of hydrocarbons
*

~-

~

Fifty years work of the LL.O. (1919-1969) Third International Congress
on Arbitration _ "Anna Candian CipeUi" Prize for a Monograph on Criminal Procedural Law· Meeting on Patents - Towards the revision of
the General Geneva Convention on Copyright - The E.E.C. and the unification of Private International Law - A project for an European Law
Commission - Requisite age for full capacity discussed in the Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe - Suspension of work on the European
Company Round Table on the right of establishment within the field of
operation of the Treaty of Rome - Tenth International Congress on Criminal Law - Meeting on International Companies - A Congress on Comparative Law - A meeting on the regulation of credit in Italy - The Tokyo
Maritime Congress,

879

The 1970 programme of the Hague Academy of International Law. Meeting
of the editors of legal journals published in the E.E.C. _ Third International Congress on Arbitration - Study session on the family :md society
in Sardinia The election of five new judges to the International Court
of Justice Possible transfer from the Hague of the International Court
of Justice? . Tutorial courses for the open examination for the Doplomatic
Service· A collection of writings on human rights - Preparatory technical
maritime Conference in the I.L.O,
A Symposium on U.S.Anti-trust
legislatiol1
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